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Premiere at Motor Bike Expo Verona 2018: Danny Schneider rolled his CCE „Bolt On and Ride“ Sportster out for a quick ride.
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Switzerland has been in the focus of the
customizing scene for several years. While
often seen as a „sealed-off“ and ristrictive
market with strict and enforced homologation rules, Swiss customizers did enjoy several liberties which neighbouring German
builders could only dream about. And with
harsh speed limits, selling Sportsbikes in
a country once legendary for Fritz Egli and
other rolling chassis builders, came almost
to a standstill: More than a quarter of the
motorcycles in Switzerland are Harley-Davidsons – and some of the real cool riding
events are held in Dübendorf and Lugano.
The Swiss customizing scene is respected
for its creativity as well as the quality of the
motorcycles it is building – there are Swiss
Customizers that have forged unique showwinning and rideable bikes from CCE catalogue parts and almost all Swiss authorized
Harley-Dealers are competing with outstanding creations. The Custom Chrome Europe Team nevertheless picked a very special
candidate for building the first 2018 „Bolt
On and Ride“ bike: Danny Schneider of Hard
Nine Choppers´ fame has already made international news.
MOTOR BIKE EXPO has seen many bike premieres, even Custom Chrome Europe’s long time
involvement at the biggest and best Italian Custombike event in Verona has resulted in several
“unveilings” in recent years – but for the 10th Anniversary edition, the CCE team again has come
up with something special: The first Swiss-made
„Bolt On and Ride“ bike! The choice for Danny
Schneider as one of Switzerland´s internationally
most renowned builders came naturally: Danny
is known for riding his bikes the hard way – as he

had proven during his Freestyle Moto Cross career and continued during his subsequent passion with customizing „American Iron“. His crossover bikes combine traditional custom styles with
BMX Bicycles trends and Freestyle Moto Cross
elements, often using authentic antique engines
as in his legendary „D‘MX“ 1942 Flathead. The
lack of horsepower in those motors has never
stopped him from riding the hell out of his bikes
– as he continued with his 2017 „7.0 FXR$“ that
won him the 2017 „FXRs of Verona“ Bikeshow

class – his Swiss pass riding performance clip
(or should we say „slip“) went viral on the web
immediately! The 10th Anniversary of Motor Bike
Expo is also the 10th season of „Bolt On and
Ride“ bikes for Custom Chrome Europe, which
in 2009 started with the first „Bolt On and Ride
Tour“, running from southern Finland up to the
Polar Circle and back to Norrtälje! The passion for riding is inherent in the team-up between
Hard Nine Choppers and Custom Chrome Euro-
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A new look for the rubber-mount Sportster: Danny Schneider created a cool Dirt Track style streetbike.
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TOP: Harley-Davidson stock side covers are adapted to the new look, while the Kodlin „Café Racer“ tail-end
adds to a more aggressive look. The seat has been hand-made for the Fred Kodlin base plate. Marcus Pfeil
worked on the bright and colourful paintjob.

pe. There is no doubt that this bike will be ridden
„hard“ all season!
N
N
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This said, it is also quite an achievement to convince Danny to build such a bike, because his
„average“ turnout of custombikes each year is
not the typical multi-bike fabrication on parallel
running project stages, neither is he known for
„Bolt On“ customizing: „We agreed on the project details in November 2017 and I knew that it

would be difficult to build a bike that would show
my style in just 39 days“, states Danny, „but since Marcus Pfeil agreed to perform the paintjob
for the body parts, I started collecting ideas.“
Creativity can‘t be rushed, as Hard Nine Choppers own bikes always underlined, but Danny
knows his business: He is serving his clients for
15 years already. The „base“ for the project, a
2017 Harley-Davidson 883 „Iron“ was acquired
from Baechli Harley-Heaven, which in 2017 also

TOP: Speedo relocated by RSD bracket. BOTTOM:
Stock swingarm and brakes fit the RevTech wheels,
Öhlins shocks for suspension.

celebrated a round anniversary: 50 years in the
V-Twin Business since 1967 are an remarkable
achievement – and was celebrated with no less
than seven outstanding one-off Custombikes.
The 883 „Iron“ saw its premiere as Daytona 2009
„mid season“ addition, following the „Nightster“
as a „Dark Custom“ shadow and has been a popular object for custom projects ever since.
N
N
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When Fred Kodlin‘s “Sportlin” of MBE 2017
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Running wild at Verona: The Motor Bike Expo parking lot in the morning hours was empty for the riding shots.
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DETAILS: Roland Sands Design levers and headlight relocation kit, EMD primary cover.

fame signaled the extensive program of Performance Machine and Roland Sands Design entering the 2017 CCE catalogue, this bike benefitted from the addition too: Quite a number of
Roland Sands Design (RSD) parts were used in
the configuration and building of this project. Including controls, grips, levers, foot controls and
many often neglected details which Roland himself has created out of his long-time experience
in customizing such as the hanging headlight
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Danny Schneider on his – believe it or not – first Sportster ride at Verona.
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mount, speedo relocation bracket and upper
fork tube covers. They might be less spectacular
and visible, but its details like the belt guards and
matching engine covers that repeat the theme
and add to an unitary look. And they work with
the other components selected. Visuably aknowledged by the upgraded 883 motor exterior,
which has also been restyled with French-made
EMD Cam Cover and Primary Cover, working
in harmony with RSD „Nostalgia“ Rocker Box
top end on both cylinders. A part that is close to
Roland Sands‘ heart and riding style (as well as
Danny‘s ...) is the RSD „Slant“ air filter. Manufactured from carbon fiber, it is not just lightweight
but offers an unprecedented clearance for the
right leg when riding the „hard nine“ way. On the
left motor side, the Ottodicuori bracket relocates
the ignition coils for more on-track action.
N
N
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The sudden „revival“ in American Dirt Track racing starting in spring 2017 with the renewed
„rivalry“ between Indian and Harley-Davidson
has sparked new interest in the already popular „Dirt Track“ and „Scrambler“ styled motorcycles – and the Harley-Davidson XL „Sportster“
models. While the rubber mount frame of the
Sportster may have made customizing more difficult, most specialists that form the core of Eu-
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The rolling chassis remains pretty much in stock setup, but the stock wheels were exchanged for a complete set of black RevTech „Velocity“ design wheels.
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ropean customizing have found solutions
that transform the modern Sportster into
cool custom rides, sometimes „motivated“
by Harley-Davidson‘s internal customizing
competition „Battle of the Kings“, which
saw Harley-Heaven‘s „Speed King“ as
2017 Swiss Champion. With the existing
wide variety of different Sportster models
manufactured by Harley-Davidson, the
rubber mount frame has also won new
riders: More comfort has without doubt
increased the popularity of the Sportster.
But stock is not „Hard Nine“ enough: High
performance Oehlins „Blackline“ shocks
at the rear improve the suspension, the
RSD pegs offer considerable ground clearance when riding. At the front fork, Roland Sands fork stabilizer adds stiffness
to the stock 39 mm fork, which is also partially covered with RDS tubes. The stock
wheels have been swapped for RevTech
„Velocity“ design billet wheels, the classic eight-spoke design offer a clean and
lightweight look and are easy to adapt to
many Harley frames by RevTech adapters. For the handling characteristics, the
front tire is slightly wider – 110 instead of
100 – than stock, while the rear wheel diameter has been increased from 16 to 18
Inch, which will give the bike even more
ground clearance!
N
N
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A touch of „Dirt Track/Super Moto“ style
is also added by the wide Fehling handlebar and Fred Kodlin‘s „Café Racer“ tailend: At Intermot 2016, Fred has already
introduced some of his stylish Sportster
components, developed and designed to
satisfy an ever-increasing number of new
rubber mount Sportster motorcycles into

cool Café Racers, Roadsters or Scramblers – and this is a solid piece of Kodlin
sheet metal art! The stock tank was swapped for CCE‘s popular 3.3 Gallon reservoir, topped by RSD‘s vented „Vintage“
tank cap. All indicators and lights have
been exchanged: At the front JW Speakers „adaptive“ headlight that is „shifting“
the light beam into turns when riding twisting roads, the rear end is equipped with
Shin Yo MX-1 LED lights that combine the
function of tail- and brake light plus indicator. Thunderbike „stripes“ offer a clean
solution at the front.
N
N
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No other than Austria‘s top-airbrusher
Marcus Pfeil created the spectacular red/
gold paintjob that requires sunglasses
to see (if not a welding goggles or mask
in bright sunlight!), again granting that a
Custom Chrome Europe bike will be eyecatching to the extreme! With the typical
„Danny touch“, this is one Sportster you
can ride the „Hard Nine“ way! No questions asked about the stock 51 hp – if
you have seen Danny performing on his
1942 WLA-powered „D‘MX“ boasting half
that horsepower, you realise that it is not
about the motor – it‘s the rider! We can‘t
wait to see this Hard Nine Sportster on
the road ...
Text & photos: HRF, Motographer; Full
parts cataloge (with alternative parts for
other HD model lines!) soon available as
downloadable PDF on the www.CustomChrome-Europe.com website!
Models: Veronica & Giorgia (Motor Bike
Expo Verona Studio Shooting)
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As with most Harleys the right side is the most scenic, thanks also to the aggressive BSL straight pipes.
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With Danny Schneider himself on the handlebar, a fast paced riding and photoshoot session was sheduled
outside the halls of Motor Bike Expo‘s 10th Anniversary event at Verona Fiere. Photos, videoshoots and direct internet presence of his performances are Danny‘s specialty.

STUDIO SHOOTING
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The 2018 CCE premiere model shoot included CCE‘s Italian top models Giorgia (TOP) and Veronica.
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The rubber-mount frame of the Sportster may have made customizing more difficult, but those dedicated
specialists that form the core of European and German customizing have found solutions that transform the
modern Sportster into cool custom rides. Here are more details of engine and motorcycle.
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CCE 2018 „Bolt On and Ride“ Sportster by Danny Schneider/Hard Nine Choppers premiered in Verona.
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Technische Daten/Technical data/Spécifications/Technische Specificaties/Formulario Dati Tecnici/Informação Técnica:
Allgemeines/General/Generalitè/Algemeen/Generalita/Geral:
Name/Bezeichnung/Name/Nom de la moto/Naam van de motorfiets/Nome della Moto/Nome da Moto: ...

Krümmer/Pipes/ Pipes d‘échappement/uitlaten/scarichi/Escapes: ................................. BSL “Drager Drag”

Besitzer/Owner/Propriétaire/Eigenaar/Proprietario/Proprietário: . .......................... Custom Chrome Europe

................................................................................................................................ Slant Outline Headpipes

.................................................................................................................................................. No yet named

Ort/Location/Ville/Stad/Citta/Cidade: ........................................................................... Grolsheim / Germany

Endtöpfe/Mufflers/Silencieux/demper/silenziatore/Silenciador: . ..................................... BSL “Drager Drag“

Leistung (PS)/Horsepower (hp)/Chevaux/vermogen/Cavallo vapore/Cavalos: Stock HD (51 hp/6.000 rpm)

Auf-/Umgebaut von/Assembly/Refait par/op en ongebbouwed door/Costruttore/ Montagem por:...................

Sonstige Bemerkungen/Other/Autres/ovenige bejzonderheeden/Altro/Outros:........................................ RSD

Jahr/Year/Année/bouwjaar/Anno/Ano: .............................................................................................. 2017/18

cut, Ottodicuori Coil relocation kit.

......................................................................................................... Hard Nine Coppers, Danny Schneider
Bauzeit/Time/Terminé/bouwtijd/Periodo di lavorazione/Tempo: ......................................................... 39 Days

Point cover „Black Ops“, RSD Rocker box cover „Black Ops“, EMD Cam Cover „Knuck-style“, black

Fertigstellung/Finishishing date/Finissage/afbouwdatum/Dati di completare/Data de Acabameto: .................

Übersetzung/Getriebe//Transmission/Transmission/Versnellungsbak/Cambio/Transmissão:

Modell/Model/Modèle d‘origine/model/Marca e Modello/Modelo de Origem: . ............ Harley-Davidson 2017

Typ/Type/Type/type/Typ/Tipo: . ................................................................................. Stock XL 883 Sportster

.................................................................................................................................... Motor Bike Expo 2018
.................................................................................................................................. XL 883 Sportster “Iron”

Wert/Value/prix/waarde/valore/Preço: ..... Will be hitting the road with new owner after the 2018 season
Sonstiges/Other/Autres/ovenig/Altro/Outros: ................................................................................ Great ride!
Motor/Engine/Moteur/Motorblok/Motore/Motor:

Baujahr/Year/Année/bouwjaar/Anno/Ano: ............................................................................................... 2017

Block/Lower end/Bas moteur/onder blok/Blocco Motore/Carter: . .......................................... Stock HD, EMD
............................................................................................................ Cam Cover „Knuck-style“, black cut

Kurbelwelle/Crankshaft/Vilebrequin/Ceruleas/Albero motore/Cambota: ......................................... Stock HD

Zylinder/Cylinder/Cylindrée/cilinderse/Cilindri/Cilindrada: ............................................................... Stock HD

Baujahr/Year/Année/bouwjaar/Anno/Ano: ............................................................................................... 2017
Gänge/Gears/Vitesse/aantal versnellingen/rapporti/Velocidade: ....................................................... 5-speed

Schaltung/Shifting/changement de vitesse,/schaledwijze/azionamento/Velocidades: ............................. Foot
Primärantrieb/Primary Transmission/Transmission primaire/primaire overbrenging/trasmiss. Primaria/

Transmissão primária: ..................................................................................................................... Stock HD
Kupplung/Clutch/Disques d‘embrayage/frizione/Disco de Embrayagem: ....................................... Stock HD
Sekundärantrieb/Secondary transmission/Transmission secondaire/sekundaire overbrenging/trasmiss.

Secondaria/Transmissão Secundária: Belt, Stock HD, Belt Drive, RSD belt guard „Tracker“ Black Ops
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Sonstige Bemerkungen/Other/Autres/ovenig/Altro/Outros: .................. RSD front pulley cover & „Tracker“

......................................................................................................................................... guard „Black Ops“

Kolben/Pistons/Pistons/zuigers/Pistoni/Piston: ............................................................................... Stock HD

Fahrwerk/Frame; Brakes/Cadre; Freins/frame en remmen/Telaio e freni/Quadro e travão :

Pleuel/Con Rod/Bielle/dryfstangen/Biella/Biela: .............................................................................. Stock HD

Baujahr/Year/Année/bouwjaar/Anno/Ano: ............................................................................................... 2017

Hubraum/Displacement/Cylindrée/cilinderinhoud/cilindrata : .............................................................. 883 cc

Zylinderköpfe/Heads/haute Cylindrée/cilinderkop/testata/po cilindro: ..... Stock HD, RSD Rocker box cover

.................................................................................................................................................... „Black Ops“

Ventile/Valves/soupapes/kleppen/Valvole/Válvulas: . ...................................................................... Stock HD
Stößel/Pushrods/Tiges de poussoir/klepstoters/regolabili/Tirante: . ................................................ Stock HD
Nockenwelle/Camshaft/Cames/nokhenas/klepstoters/Veio de excêntricos: .................................... Stock HD

Vergaser/Carburator/Carburateur/carburateur/Carburatore/Carburador: ........................... HD Fuel Injection
Luftfilter/Air cleaner/Filtre à air/luchtfilter/Filtro Aria/Filtro de Ar: .................................. RSD «Slant Carbon»

Zündung/Ignition/Allumage/ontsteking/Accenzione/Ignição: ....... Stock HD ; Taylor 8 mm coloured cables

Rahmen/Frame/Cadre/frame/Telaio/Quadro: .............................................................. Stock HD XL 883 Iron
Lenkkopfneigung/Rake/Chasse/balhoofdshael/inclinazione: .......................................................... Stock HD
Verlängerung (Verkürzung)/Stretch (Shortage)/Allongement (Abréviation)/verlenging (inhoulang)/

allungamento (riduzione................................................................................................................................ --Sonstige Umbauten/Other/Autres/andere wegrigingen/Altro/Outros: . ......................................................... ---

Schwinge/Swinging arm/Bras oscillant/achtenbrug/Forcellone oscillante/Braço Oscillante: . .....Stock HD XL
Stoßdämpfer/Shock absorbers/Amortisseurs/schokdempers/ammortizzatori/Amortecedor: ...........................

..................................................................................................... Oehlins „Blackline“ S36 PR1C1L shocks

Gabel/Fork/Fourche/vork/Forcella anteriore/Garfo: . ....................................................................... Stock HD
Hersteller/Type/Constructeur/merk/Marca/Constructor: ...................................................... Harley-Davidson

Verlängerung/ Stretch/Extension/verlenginging/allungamento/Alongar: ...................................................... ---

Sonstiges/Other/Autres/ovenig/Altro/Outros: ......... RSD „Chrono“ upper fork cover „Black Ops“ 39 mm
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CCE top model and video clip actress Veronica at the 2018 MOTOR BIKE EXPO shooting.
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...................................................................

Räder/Wheels/Roues/wielen/Ruota/Rodas:
Vorne/Front/avant/voor/anteriore/Frente:

Elektrik/Electrics/Electricité/electrciteit/Elettrico/Electricidade:

Series Nabe/Hub/Moyeu/naaf/rotore/Rotor: ...................................................................................... RevTech

...................................................................................................................... RSD hanging headlight mount

Größe/Size/Dimensions/maat/dimensione/Dimensões: ....................................... 19 x 3’’ RevTech Velocity“

Speichen/Spokes/rayons/spaken/raggi/Raios: ...................................................................... Velocity Design
Reifen/Tyre/Pneu/banden/pneumatico/Pneus: ..................................................Avon Cobra AV 71 110/90 19
Hinten/Rear/arriere/achter/posteriore/Traseiro:

Größe/Size/Dimensions/maat/dimensione/Dimensões: ................................ 18 x 4,25’’ RevTech „Velocity“

Series Nabe/Hub/Moyeu/naaf/rotore/Rotor: ...................................................................................... RevTech
Speichen/Spokes/rayons/spaken/raggi/Raios: ...................................................................... Velocity Design
Reifen/Tyre/Pneu/banden/pneumatico/Pneus: ............................................. Avon Cobra AV 71, 150/70 B18
Bremsen/Brakes/Freins/remmen/Freni/Travões:

Lampe vorne/Headlight/Phares/koplamp/Faro/Faróis: ............ JW Speaker 5 3/4 headlight, LED adaptive,
Rücklicht/Taillight/Feux arrière/achterlicht/Luce posteriore/Faróis traseiros: ............................ Shin Yo MX-1

................................................................................................................................ LED taillight/turnsignals
Blinker/Indicators/Clignotantes/richtingaanwejzers/Lampeggiatore/Piscas: .. Front: Thunderbike „Stripe“,

............................................................................................... rear: Shin Yo MX-1 LED taillight/turnsignals
Kabelbaum/Wireing/System électrique/kabelboom/Imp. Elettrico/sistema eléctrico: ..................... Stock HD,

................................................................................................................. modified by Hard Nine Choppers
Sonstiges/Other/Autres/ovenig/Altro/Outros: ................................. RSD „Café“ speedo relocation bracket
Lackierung/Painting/Peinture/spuitwerk/Verniciature/Pintura:

Vorne/Front/avant/voor/anteriore/Frontal:

Idee/Idea/Idée/idee/Idea/Ideia: .......................................................... Danny Schneider/Hard Nine Chopper

Bremszange(n)/Caliper(s)/Bloc(s)/remklaumen/Pinza freno/Bloco: ................................................ Stock HD

Basislack/Base laquer/Laque basique/basiskleur (soort)/Colore base/Côr de base: . Metalflake red & gold

Bremsscheibe(n)/Disk(s)/Disque(s)/remschiguen/Disco/Disco: ....................................................... Stock HD
Hinten/Rear/arriere/achter/posteriore/Traseiro:

Bremsscheibe(n)/Disk(s)/Disque(s)/remschiguen/Disco/Disco: ....................................................... Stock HD
Bremszange(n)/Caliper(s)/Bloc(s)/remklaumen/Pinza freno/Bloco: ................................................ Stock HD

Sonstige Bemerkungen/Other/Autres/ovenig/Altri/Outros: ........................................................................... --Accessoires:

Riser: ................................................................................................................ RSD Nostalgia „Black Ops“

Lenker/Bars/Guidon/stuur/Manubrio/Guiador: . ............................................................. Fehling „Superbike“
Spiegel/Mirrors/Rétroviseur/spiegel/Specchietto/Retrovisor: .................................. CCE round Mirror Black
Armaturen/Griffe/Grips/Poignées/handgreepen/manopole/Punhos: ......... Stock HD, RSD „Tracker“ Grips,

Ausführung/Painter/Peintre/spuiter/Autore/Pintor: ................................................Marcus Pfeil, Pfeil Design
Farbe/Colour/Couleur/kleuren/Colore/Côr: . ................................................................ Metalflake red & gold
Airbrush-Gemälde/Design/Airbrush Art/Design/Peinture speciale/ontwerp/Aerografie/Artista: . ......................

......................................................................................................................... CCE logo & BOAR Graphics
Sonstige Bemerkungen/Other/Autres/ovenig/Altri/Outros: ........................................................................... ---
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Kontaktadresse/Adress/contact/contactadres/Indirizzo/Morada:
Custom Chrome Europe GmbH
Carl-von-Ossietzky-Straße 8
D-55459 Grolsheim

Phone: +49 (0) 6721 - 4 007 - 0

................................................. RSD adjustable Levers „Black Ops“, RSD master cylinder „Black Ops“

Fax:

Fußrasten/Pegs/Repose-pieds/voetsteunen/Pedaliera/Pousa Pés:

e-mail: info@customchrome.de

Vorne/Front/avant/voor/anteriore/Frontal: ..................... Roland Sands Design Mid Controls „Black Ops“
Hinten/Rear/arriere/achter/posteriore/Traseiro: . .......................................................................................... ---

Tank/Gas Tank/Réservoir d‘essence/tank/Serbatoio/Depósito: . .. Custom Chrome Europe Sportster tank,
......................................................................................................... RSD vented gas cap „Vintage“ „Black

Sitzbank/Seat/Selle/zadel/Sella/Banco: ............................ Fred Kodlin „Café Racer“ tailend & base plate
Öltank/Oil-tank/Réservoir d‘huile/olie tank/Serbatoio olio/Depósito de oleo: ................................... Stock HD
Schutzblech/Fenders/Garde-boue/spatborden/Parafango/Guarda-Lama:

Vorne/Front/avant/voor/anteriore/Frontal: ...................... RSD Fork truss (stabilizer) „Tracker“ Black Ops

Hinten/Rear/arrière/achter/posteriore/Traseiro: . .................................... Fred Kodlin „Café Racer“ Tailend
Sonstige Bemerkungen/Other/Autres/ovenig/Altri/Outros: ........................................................................... ---

+49 (0) 6721 - 4 007 - 100

Websites: www.Custom-Chrome-Europe.com
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Custom Chrome Europe 2018: Bolt On and Ride Premiere!
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CUSTOM CHROME EUROPE Premiere:
Hard Nine Choppers Bolt On and Ride Sportster
No better way to start the year than with the creation of a new custombike! Hard Nine Chopper builder Danny Schneider customized
the 2017 model year Sportster 883 Iron provided by Swiss Top dealer
Bächli Harley-Heaven in Dietikon. Rainer Bächli also attended MOTOR
BIKE EXPO 2018 for two days, yet was not present for the premiere,
outdoor and studio shots, yet very pleased with the result of the project.
Hard Nine Choppers Danny Schneider is well known in and beyond
Switzerland, the next „Bolt On and Ride“ projects are already taking
shape. Cool custombikes that will again rock the streets in 2018! The
Friday morning premiere at 2018 MBE with the CCE staff and members
of the international press present marked the start into a very busy
MOTOR BIKE EXPO and a hot 2018 customizing year. The other CCE
„Bolt On and Ride“ Bikes will follow in March/April 2018, then to be
photographed in studio and outdoor shootings.
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J 2015
2015: Danny Schneider and Chris Richardson of LA Speed Shop create „Calibernia“ and win the Jammer Old School class at MOTOR BIKE EXPO
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J 2013

J 2017

J 2016

Hard Nine: The Bikes of Danny Schneider
The team-up of Hard Nine Choppers and Custom Chrome
Europe has a long-time history of Danny‘s participation in
many CCE organized bike shows all over Europe. Since his
2002 entry into the world of custombike building, Danny has
created many outstanding and show winning motorcycles, often equipped with antique and rare engines. His personal style
is a crossover mix of antique motors and BMX- or Moto Cross
Freestyle elements that create cool loocking bikes, which are
often ridden extensively and extreme, not just on Swiss roads.
Danny Schneider was one of the pioneers of Freestyle Moto
Cross in Switzerland – and is always handcrafting his components without sketching them.

J 2014
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www.motographer.de
CUSTOM CHROME EUROPE

PRESS RELEASE

BIKE FEATURE
Dipl.-Ing. Horst Rösler

Werrastraße 26
60486 Frankfurt/Main - Germany
Tel./Fax ++49 - (0)69 - 77 22 87
Mobile ++49 - (0)172 - 69 56 338
e-mail: Motographer@GMX.de
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Custom Chrome Europe‘s 2018 Top Cover Custombikes...
“Bolt On and Ride” again goes into an early start into the 2018 season! As in previous years, Custom Chrome Europe has commissioned a completely new line-up of „BOLT ON AND RIDE“ motorcycles
that range from Sportster to the most current Harley-Davidson model
lines. Studio, outdoor and riding images will be made and continuously updated during the season, as the bikes are finished!
This „Bolt On and Ride“ Sportster, built by Swiss Top-Customizer
Danny Schneider of Hard Nine Choppers continues the line of trendsetting Sportster Customs by Custom Chrome Europe and is the
first-ever Swiss-built CCE promotion bike. Brandnew Roland Sands

Design and Fred Kodlin parts are combined with the latest news and
hot components from the current CCE catalogue and upcoming updates. The bike premiered at MOTOR BIKE EXPO 2018 in Verona /
Italy in January. As during the last decade, the 2018 „BOLT ON AND
RIDE“ motorcycles are not only ridden by CCE staff but also by you,
the press – check in with Custom Chrome Europe Marketing with
your own “Testride” feature of the 2018 “Bolt On and Ride” Motorcycles – or meet the members of the CCE Staff “on the road” when
the bikes are „ridden unrivalled” to events all over Europe! See you
on the road!
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